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BIOGRAPHY

Robin M. Bernstein is a former freelance journalist with
over 100 publications in esteemed venues, including the
New York Times. She authored non-academic books,
notably a children’s book titled Terrible, Terrible! and
gained widespread recognition following the publication
of her book Racial Innocence, with over twenty interviews
on NPR and other radio stations. Her expertise has been
shared at various platforms, from the New York Public
Library to political action groups like Families Organizing
for Racial Justice. Additionally, she has lectured high
school teachers and consulted for prestigious
institutions such as Boston’s Institute for Contemporary
Art. 

With sixteen years of teaching experience at Harvard
University, Bernstein has received three teaching
awards, including being voted a “favorite professor” by
Harvard students. She specializes in communicating
complex ideas effectively to intellectually adept
undergraduates, emphasizing accessibility without
compromising intellectual rigor. Her guiding principle is
to never underestimate students’ intelligence; never
overestimate students’ knowledge, a mantra that informs
her writing for general audiences.
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O R I G I N A L  P R I S O N  F O R  P R O F I T

Publisher: University of Chicago Press
Publication Date: May 2, 2024
Price: Hardcover $27.50 (288 pages)
ISBN-13: 978-0226744230

“Provocative, robust... Robin Bernstein’s compelling narrative provides
insight not only into the institution of the prison in the United States, but
also into the lives of those whose newly experienced dreams of freedom
were crushed by evolving intersections of punishment and racial
capitalism.” — Angela Y. Davis, author of Are Prisons Obsolete?,
distinguished professor emerita, University of California, Santa Cruz

“In this narrative tour de force, Bernstein offers a riveting and heartbreaking account of one Afro-
Native adolescent’s refusal to be broken by an inhumane New York prison.” — Tiya Miles, author of All
That She Carried: The Journey of Ashley’s Sack, a Black Family Keepsake, winner of the National
Book Award

“Bernstein’s deftly written story of the progression of racism—of William Freeman’s audacious
resistance to this new unfreedom—is a triumph.” — Ibram X. Kendi, author of Stamped from the
Beginning: The Definitive History of Racist Ideas in America, winner of the National Book Award

Praise For
Freeman's
Challenge

An award-winning historian tells a gripping, morally complicated story of murder, greed, race, and the true origins of prison
for profit.

In the early nineteenth century, as slavery gradually ended in the North, a village in New York State invented a new form of
unfreedom: the profit-driven prison. Uniting incarceration and capitalism, the village of Auburn built a prison that enclosed industrial
factories. There, “slaves of the state” were leased to private companies. The prisoners earned no wages, yet they manufactured
furniture, animal harnesses, carpets, and combs, which consumers bought throughout the North. Then one young man challenged
the system.

Through one Black man, his family, and his city, Robin Bernstein tells an explosive, moving story about the entangled origins of prison
for profit and anti-Black racism.

In Freeman’s Challenge, Robin Bernstein tells the story of an Afro-Native teenager named William Freeman who was convicted of a
horse theft he insisted he did not commit and sentenced to five years of hard labor in Auburn’s prison. Incensed at being forced to
work without pay, Freeman demanded wages. His challenge triggered violence: first against him, then by him. Freeman committed a
murder that terrified and bewildered white America. And white America struck back—with aftereffects that reverberate into our lives
today in the persistent myth of inherent Black criminality. William Freeman’s unforgettable story reveals how the North invented
prison for profit half a century before the Thirteenth Amendment outlawed slavery “except as a punishment for crime”—and how
Frederick Douglass, Harriet Tubman, and other African Americans invented strategies of resilience and resistance in a city
dominated by a citadel of unfreedom.
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OTHER PUBLISHED WORKS

Book Title: Terrible, Terrible!: A Folktale Retold
Publisher Name: Kar-Ben Publishing  
Publication Year: 1998
Price: Paperback $6.30 (32 pages)
ISBN: 978-1580130172

Book Title: Cast Out: Queer Lives in Theater (Triangulations:
Lesbian/Gay/Queer Theater/Drama/Performance) 
Publisher Name: University of Michigan Press  
Publication Year: 2006
Price: Paperback $26.95 (248 pages)/Hardcover $89.95 (248 pages)
ISBN: 978-0472069330/978-0472099337

Book Title: Racial Innocence: Performing American Childhood from
Slavery to Civil Rights (America and the Long 19th Century)
Publisher Name: New York University Press  
Publication Year: 2011
Price: Paperback $25.00 (318pages)/Hardcover $89.00 (318 pages)
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